R&D had a pillow fight one day...

Kick back and relax in this collection of fluffy comfort. With choices ranging from a chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman and sectional, our Knox collection is destined to be the favorite spot to unwind and get away from the action. Equipped with 100% renewable upholstered seating, the Knox will transform any space into a cozy haven.
This Changes Everything

You used to love that lounge. It was such a clean, fresh, enjoyable spot for life to happen in. But something changed. Too much life happened there. It’s now dingy and broken and sad. So change it up! Something broken? Replace the part. Covers stained and torn? Recover it in minutes. Tired of the color scheme? Change up your chairs with a new "suit." With Transformations TRUE RENEW™ it’s like getting a warehouse full of furniture every time you buy a single piece.

**SOFA**
KX-S
98” W X 39” D X 34” H

**LOVESEAT**
KX-L
72” W X 39” D X 34” H

**CHAIR**
KX-C
46” W X 39” D X 34” H

**28” OTTOMAN**
KX-O-28
28” W X 28” D X 19” H

**56” OTTOMAN**
KX-O-56
56” W X 28” D X 19” H

**84” OTTOMAN**
KX-O-84
84” W X 28” D X 19” H

SECTIONAL UNITS ALSO AVAILABLE
The perfect spot.

Place the Knox sectional in your space and watch people gather for meetups, group work projects or just to hang out and watch the game together. Bringing the comfort of home to your environment, this piece is built with the highest level of construction and features a 35-year warranty. So it's basically like a hug that lasts forever. In true Transformations style, we've equipped the Knox with 100% renewable upholstered seating.
Knox Sectionals. Upgrade your game...

Possible arrangements for Knox Sectionals are endless. If you want to get creative, our Design Services team can help. Give us a call.

KX-S1
28" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S2
54" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S3
80" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-CNR
39" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S1L
37" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S1R
37" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S2L
63" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S2R
63" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S3L
89" W X 39" D X 36" H

KX-S3R
89" W X 39" D X 36" H

SECTIONALS
WHAT SHAPE DO YOU WANT?
Renew your space with the perfectly proportioned Ava chair. This modern design blends the elegance of soft clean lines, with the perfection of lasting comfort. Designed with precision and care, the chair’s sensible arm height is excellent for working on a laptop or for waiting on your next appointment. Ava is 100% renewable upholstered seating and is an attractive stand-alone piece or pairs beautifully with our Ella sofa.
Extending Lifespans

You are proud of your spaces. Designed to be used and to serve, they provide a comfortable foundation to launch learning and relationships and memories. And then they get used, and abused, and destroyed. All of a sudden, the spaces are avoided because, well, eww.

So do you need to start over? Has the lifespan of the space ended so quickly? Don’t you worry! With Transformations TRUE RENEW™ your spaces can be restored and life can resume. Something broken? Replace just that part. Fabric stained? Swap it with a clean piece in minutes.

AVA CHAIR
AV-C-SA
31" W X 34" D X 33" H

PAIRS BEAUTIFULLY WITH OUR AVA CHAIR.

ELLASOA
EL-S-SL
73" W X 35" D X 33" H
Like Grandma’s sofa, only cooler—and we’ll let you sit on this one.

Make your environment stand out with a sofa designed to last for generations to come. Equally at home in a welcome lounge, reception area or residence hall, the Ella sofa delivers a refreshing blend of comfort and class. Designed for all-day support, this piece is perfect for catching up on homework or unwinding over some leisurely conversation. Ella is 100% renewable upholstered seating and is an attractive stand-alone piece or pairs beautifully with our Ava chair.
Stop replacing. Start recovering.

Getting that lounge perfect was a big investment. They may just look like a few sofas and chairs, but depending on the day, they’re seats, beds, tables, footrests, and even trampolines. The inevitable spills, scuffs, scratches, and worse, leave you wanting to throw it all out and start again. But that’d be a huge waste. With Transformations TRUE RENEW™ You can stop replacing your furniture and start recovering it. This seating will last 5 to 7 times as long and cost a fraction of the investment. And rather than wasting time and money, you can move on to something better.
Can't decide between classic or contemporary? Why not both?

Wanting more freedom with the decor style and direction of your environment? Then you’re going to love the versatility offered by Lacy. The perfect blend of classic and modern, this piece features slight angles and smooth curves to round out any decor, and it comes with a high or low arm option. As with every Transformations masterpiece, the Lacy chair is built with 100% renewable upholstered seating.
Brand-New that lasts Generations (or Forever)

Ah, that opening day feeling! Hours of planning and installing and everything’s finally in place. Fresh carpet. Smudge-free walls. Sofas and chairs in place and spotless. And then, life happens. Late-night pizza runs. Afternoon naps (with the muddy boots left on). The constant use of hundreds of bodies. Carpets can be steamed. Walls can be wiped. But soiled seating? It too can be redeemed. With Transformations TRUE RENEW.™ your furniture will look brand-new for generations.
Classic and Contemporary in the same place at the same time.

Wanting more freedom with the decor style and direction of your environment? Then you’re going to love the versatility offered by Lacy. The perfect blend of classic and modern, this piece features slight angles and smooth curves to round out any decor, and it comes with a high or low arm option. As with every Transformations masterpiece, the Lacy chair is built with 100% renewable upholstered seating.
Extending Lifespans

You are proud of your spaces. Designed to be used and to serve, they provide a comfortable foundation to launch learning and relationships and memories. And then they get used, and abused, and destroyed. All of a sudden, the spaces are avoided because, well, eww.

So do you need to start over? Has the lifespan of the space ended so quickly? Don’t you worry! With Transformations TRUE RENEW.™ your spaces can be restored and life can resume. Something broken? Replace just that part. Covers stained? Swap it with a clean piece in minutes.

CHAIR
HIGH SLOPED-ARM
LC-C-HSL
31” W X 35” D X 36” H

CHAIR
HIGH SLOPED-ARM
LC-C-HSL
31” W X 35” D X 36” H

LOVESEAT
HIGH SLOPED-ARM
LC-L-HSL
54” W X 35” D X 36” H

SOFA
HIGH SLOPED-ARM
LC-S-HSL
77” W X 35” D X 36” H
Everything you’ve ever wanted in a chair.

Aaron’s solid Maple frame and exposed wood back is the perfect addition to any arrangement. Adaptable for modern or traditional environments, Aaron adds an element of character to any room setting. True to our commitment to design premium furniture, the Aaron chair is built with 100% renewable upholstered seating.
This Changes Everything

You used to love that lounge. It was such a clean, fresh, enjoyable spot for life to happen in. But something changed. Too much life happened there. It’s now dingy and broken and sad. So change it up! Something broken? Replace the part. Covers stained and torn? Recover it in minutes. Tired of the color scheme? Change up your chairs with a new “suit.” With Transformations TRUE RENEW™ it’s like getting a warehouse full of furniture every time you buy a single piece.
This one hugs you. You’ll probably hug it back.

This off the floor beauty was crafted to promote collaboration and connection in any space it resides. From a busy lounge setting to a university study hall, Max’s mid-back design encourages conversation and interaction, while simultaneously providing support and comfort. The Max chair is equipped with 100% renewable upholstered seating, and delivers a unique aesthetic appeal to any facility, across a variety of office landscapes.
Stop replacing. Start recovering.

Getting that lounge perfect was a big investment. They may just look like a few sofas and chairs, but depending on the day, they’re seats, beds, tables, footrests, and even trampolines. The inevitable spills, scuffs, scratches, and worse, leave you wanting to throw it all out and start again. But that’d be a huge waste. With Transformations TRUE RENEW,™ you can stop replacing your furniture and start recovering it. This seating will last 5 to 7 times as long and cost a fraction of the investment. And rather than wasting time and money, you can move on to something better.